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A Qualitative Assessment of Bilateral Pubic Symphyseal Face Asymmetry Using
the Suchey-Brooks Method for Adult Age-at-Death Estimation

Amy C. Beresheim, MA*, 3152 Douglas Drive, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

This presentation will impact the forensic science community by serving as a follow-up to Overbury et al., further exploring how
intra-observer error contributes to differing age-at-death estimates between right and left pubic symphyseal faces using the Suchey1,2

mid-20th century and are based on progressive developmental and degenerative changes in bone tissues. Recent research indicates that
between right and left pair elements or when age indicators are unilaterally represented.1
3,4

for adult age-at-death estimation was selected to qualitatively examine asymmetry of the os pubis.2 For direct comparison with previous
1
The study sample was comprised of
collection with well-preserved right and left pubic symphyseal faces. The documented age range of the sample is 23-90 years, with a
whether pubic symphyseal face antimeres produce differing age estimates. This study explores whether bilateral asymmetry is a source
1

and bias scores, for the right and left pubic symphyseal faces are not statistically different. Asymmetry and intra-observer error was

as measurement artifacts.5
error (or random chance) rather than an actual effect of pelvic asymmetry itself.

Future research directions include expanding the study sample to incorporate additional younger adults, females, and multiple
ethnicities. It would also be interesting to couple qualitative with metric assessments of asymmetry, as well as to examine the correlations
between pelvic asymmetry and asymmetries of the lower limb.
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